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Preface
Scientists are cold remote people who do their research collaboratively, but
remain emotionally independent. At least that is the impression you get from
popular films and scientific publications. It just happens not to be true. Another
impression you may get is that scientists are a bit weird. That may be true, so I’ll
go back to talking about emotional detachment. One of the figures that
dominated my reviews of the literature on ecology during the 1970s and 1980s
was Eric Pianka. He had published some of the most cited papers in community
ecology and used his extensive experience to write one of the most widely used
ecological textbooks1. The papers were heavily laden with mathematics that I
would only come to understand many decades later, and none of them indicated
that the writer was a human being like the people around me.
In 1989, I met Eric at the World Congress of Herpetology in Canterbury. He
was tall, imposing, with a bushy white beard like the one you see in photos of
Charles Darwin as an old man. I don’t remember what we talked about, but
I remember thinking “I hope he doesn’t get annoyed, I’m sure he has better things
to do than to talk to a junior researcher.” Later, I was sitting in the cafeteria with
my family, when I saw Eric looking around and appearing sort of lost. When he
saw us, his face lit up and he came over and sat with us, apparently happy to have
found familiar faces in the crowd. I hadn’t imagined someone of his stature
actually needing company.
I had rented a car and a few days later Eric suggested that we take some time
off from the conference to visit Charles Darwin’s house, which was within easy
driving distance. The big brick house was much as I had imagined it, nestled in
farmland beside a country lane, but we arrived on the only day of the week that
the house was closed to the public. Eric was stricken and the most poignant image
I have of that day was Eric Pianka hanging off the pantry window sill trying to
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drag himself high enough to at least get a glimpse of the inside, like a schoolboy
trying to peek into the girls’ locker room.
I would later read Eric’s book, The Lizard Man Speaks2, which overflowed with
the love he had for field work in his old Landrover and for his first wife, Helen;
the science seeming to flow out of a cauldron of emotions, but losing all its
warmth in the process of getting to the journal pages.
I was impressed by Harry Greene’s book, Snakes: the Evolution of Mystery in
Nature3; the name seeming to capture the mystique of serpents. The photographs
by Michael and Patricia Fogden were superb, even though they made me feel
inadequate because of my limited photographic skills. However, none of that gave
me a glimpse into the personal world that was revealed in his other book, Tracks
and Shadows4, which followed him from child to mortician’s assistant to fanatical
hunter.
There are many people who are not scientists and many apparently haphazard
events that lead to scientific discoveries, but there isn’t enough space in scientific
articles to acknowledge all of them, or even the other scientists who contributed
indirectly. I have written quite a few papers about lizards and snakes, but my
papers, like those of Eric Pianka and Harry Greene, do not tell of any of those
people or events. This book is an attempt to fill some of the gaps.
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Forward
Just imagine if every day were Christmas, such that a pile of presents awaited
you each morning. This is exactly what it is like to be a field-oriented biologist,
and Bill Magnusson’s life story is a great example of how the series of discoveries,
questions asked, and answers found can extend childhood curiosity. A small
subset of children becomes completely fascinated with snakes, lizards, spiders,
scorpions, and nearly everything alive. An even smaller subset effectively never
“grow up,” and they ultimately join the scientific community in search of new
information about these organisms—what they are, how they live, and how they
interact with different individuals of their own and other species. This is, for all
practical purposes, the proverbial Fountain of Youth.
Bill has a keen eye for interesting and often hidden phenomena, and like all
good scientists, he goes where the data take him, regardless of what he might
think at the outset. The example that always comes to my mind is his observation
that juvenile and adult lizards were eating basically the same set of insects, but
getting them in different places—a result that involved measuring carbon
isotopes in the lizards. Stories like this reveal the
detective-like workings of the mind of a scientist.
This book bridges the gap between how science is
done and how it can be presented to the public via
real science woven into interesting life stories. Bill
Magnusson blends the challenges of life as an adult
with the curiosity of a child (in my opinion, the
best of both worlds), and I commend him for
bringing it all together so that the rest of us can live
some of his fascinating life experiences.
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